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Win the battles of defending your retreat by avoiding them! Chapters are Who Is the Enemy? "The best defense is
usually obscurity, unobtrusiveness and silence," Benson writes. Learn how to harden your city or rural refuge by locating
it well and disguising it., Beyond Firepower and more., What If It Comes to a Fight?
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obsolete and irrelevant The book is practically unusable for its stated purpose.. Actually the logic of many suggestions is
suspect: author often repeats statement "don't turn into a refugee", but also recommends never to fight, but escape
instead. unique perspective predicated on personal, historical & He advocates bugging in for big city dwellers and
recommends to make use of middle flooring in high rises for retreats etc. etc. The only remotely useful suggestions are
about dealing with those retreaters, who are reluctant to shoot the attackers. What I love most is usually his philosophy
& Probably not a permanent addition to your library. Good info, but dated. Dated in the feeling it's addressing Cold
Battle issues. It really is hopelessly outdated (most suggestions could have been wrong also in 1983). Amazon is an
excellent place to purchase those difficult to find items that you cannot find locally without a large amount of difficulty..
This will remain in my library.solid info but lacking in detail. This book is good for causing you to think &. have examine
several rangar benson books and I've enjoyed and learned much from all of I have browse several rangar benson books
and I have enjoyed and learned much from every one of them good but outdated This book has some pros ,the
experiences of the author shows he knows what he's talkin' about,it has the right ideas and suggetstions,but alot of the
knowledge is outdated at this point plus some of his stories don't really translate to a tragedy in averageville, usa. The
foundation of all of the suggestions is the author's encounter in Africa in 1967, the PLO's methods in Beirut and such.
Not only that, but he states, that caches are inadequate for longer term existence support and suggests to focus
products in the retreat. applicable knowledge. Definitely read it, but buy it cheap & then pass it on. Unbelievable. I look
for to reading a few of the authorsame other works. Some of the details in this reserve is dated pretty bad; Some of the
ideas in this book would prove to be very valueable. nevertheless, it is still a good book to browse. I would suggest this
book in case you are a like minded person. I learned a few things from this book, and some concepts that I will never
forget. The list of guidelines at the end is crucial have.. Four Stars Cool, new ideas. Just mainly because ordered and
precisely what I needed.. can serve simply because a decent intro to the process of thinking you need to develop as you
intend. Having read many of his books, frequently I come aside feeling a little bit empty regarding the topic covered. .
Much like most books of the type, the topic is covered in broad brush strokes.Just as ordered and just what I needed.
Dated Only OK.. Those can be timeless, but it drifts into the worst case without addressing the full spectrum of conflict
which will confront us. Five Stars Great A bit dated A bit dated however the author has great books for his genre. For
beginners without life experience or military training Medium value details well written but not deep enough into
specifics Still a Great Book!
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